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Triangle launches exclusive collaboration with Ro Co 
 

     
Above: Triangle x Ro Co Two-Diamond Copper Himmeli Mobile, exclusive to Triangle, £32 

 
As part of this year’s London Design Festival, boutique retailer Triangle has 
introduced an exclusive, limited edition collaboration with design company Ro Co. 
 
This exciting partnership between Triangle and Ro Co is to capture the charm and 
beauty of indoor plants, in an affordable and inspiring way. Exclusive to Triangle, the 
Nordic-inspired, two-diamond himmeli mobile is perfect for displaying living air 
plants. Meaning ‘heaven’ or ‘sky’, himmeli were originally created in Scandinavian 
countries to celebrate the beginning of the Winter Solstice.  
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The two-diamond himmeli mobile is made from 
beautiful pre-cut and treated copper tubes. Each kit 
comes with two sets of simple, step-by-step 
instructions; the user can choose to create the double 
diamond design, which can be hung separately or 
shared between two people as a reminder of ever-
lasting friendship. The himmeli mobile is now 
available to buy in-store and online. 
 
This exclusive collaboration with Ro Co is also to 
coincide with the launch of Triangle’s newly re-
designed website, where you can buy select products 
online. 
 
Triangle, 81 Chatsworth Road, London, E5 OLH 
www.trianglestore.co.uk  
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For press information and images, please contact Jeffrey Cheung, Account Director 
at Caro Communications: 
 
T: +44 (0)20 7713 9388 
E: jeffrey@carocommunications.com    
W: www.carocommunications.com  
T: @carocomms 

 
Notes to editors 
 
About Triangle 
Triangle is an established retailer of beautiful products. The collection of mid-20th 
century furniture is sourced by hand from across Europe. Accessories sit beside 
furniture, ceramics and the odd curiosity. Alongside its midcentury offering is a 
considered range of products from internationally respected design houses, including 
HAY, Normann Copenhagen and Ferm Living. There is also a growing range of 
contemporary products, fashion, jewellery and apparel from emerging designers. 
 
www.trianglestore.co.uk  
 
About Ro Co 
Ro Co designs and makes its products from its studio on the edge of Hampstead 
Heath in North London. 
 
Ro Co was formed by two designers, Rose and Caro. In the conservatory, Rose 
designs the company’s terrariums, casts and polishes pots, and cares for its ever 
growing collection of miniature cacti, succulents and air plants. Upstairs, Caro makes 
the company’s hanging planters, designs its copper mobile kits, and creates its 
limited edition prints. 
 
Ro Co sources almost entirely from suppliers and makers around the UK. 
 
www.ro-co.uk 


